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REPORT 
MONTH END

Nov 15 REPORT ISSUE 
DATE

02 Dec 2015 REPORT 
STATUS

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS 

Overall Overall the BCF programme in Wokingham is progressing with current Step Up Step Down being fully 
utilised and will be expanded by a further 2 units, the Health and Social Care Hub progressing regarding 
operational, technical and HR issues, the appointment of a new Head of Service for the WISH team, the 
new Community Navigator project progressing.
Quarter 2 returns were completed and submitted to DoH on 20/11/15 A presentationon BCF progress 
was made to Wokingham CCG governing board. The Wokingham Scuriny Task and Finsih group has 
ciommenced with an introduction to General Practice, the iwder BCF and schemes 8&9.
Planning for 2016-17 BCF has commenced with each projectworking on a tenmplate for its 2016-17 
delivery. The Connecetd Care pahse 3 tender process is underway and being marked by each partner 
oprgnaisdation and the Orion pilot has commenced.
The RRAT team have commenced in Wokingham and have built links with Wokingham BC care quality 
system.
Additional support finanancila support is available locally with Matt Marsden starting 9/11/15, the HWBB 
were briefed regarding 2015 Quarter 1 DoH return.
Project leads meetings being held to improve communications and monitor dependency and risks. 

Scheme 1- Health and 
Social Care Hub
This Scheme aims to 
create an effective 
integrated single point of 
access for health and 
social care by:  
Providing one 
centralised point of 
contact across the 
whole system for 
patients,      service     
users and health/social 
care professionals, 
available 24/7; and, 
developing a model that 
provides simplified 
processes, a consistent 
approach, equity of 
access to services, less 
bureaucracy and less 
duplication

The project RAG status is GREEN/AMBER. 
 Currently most identified tasks remain on schedule but to remain so requires the project board to 

agree the recommendations made in the cost to change and service model pathway option paper. 
The task to agree stakeholder integrated hub cost contributions is now one month overdue from the 
November project board. 

 A service pathway and ‘cost to change’ option paper has been submitted to the project board for the 
December project board meeting. The purpose of this paper is:
o Re-affirm and clarify the projects strategic aims and objectives
o Clarify the project outcomes and benefits
o Build on and outline the change cost and staff modelling requirements
o Outline the integrated hub service pathway options
o Provide recommendations
o Outline the Project Board next steps

The project board are now required to make a decision on service costs and contact and referral pathway 
design to allow the next project steps to stay on schedule for April 2016 delivery.

 WBC ASC OIG colleagues have engaged in the pathway and ‘first time fix’ design.
 The transfer of the WBC lean pathways to the Health Hub Adastra system is now complete. The next 

design steps are subject the project board agreement for the integrated hub contact and referral 
pathway and where the recommended ‘first time fix’ requirements sit.

 Engagement with WBC and BHFT staff is underway about the proposed service changes. The option 
paper submitted to the board has a direct impact on this:

o Agreement is now required re: how many and who from WBC customer services will transfer to 
the integrated hub.

o Informing WBC ASC staff who will transfer to the integrated hub.
o Confirming the WIN team will transfer to the integrated hub.

Scheme 2 – Integrated 
short term health & 
social care team 

The three teams are improving the way they are working together with increased communication and 
coordination of care. 
The work to define the revised integrated service model for short term care is being undertaken by the 

PROJECTS/ SCHEMES STATUS 

Project Status-  WISP TO DECIDE

Financial Status WISP TO DECIDE

Activity Status WISP TO DECIDE

Overall amber due to some initial slippage due to slack of resource to progress certain 
project but the overall programme situation is improving.

Milestone Status WISP TO DECIDE
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will provide effective and 
efficient intermediate 
care and reablement 
services. The aim is to 
have a comprehensive 
fast response of a 
skilled short-term 
intervention to support a 
timely discharge and 
regain independence

Head of the WISH team.

Scheme 3 –Step Up 
Step down
will deliver a 
comprehensive 
reablement service 
including social care as 
well as an ongoing 
assessment service of 
someone’s needs prior 
to them returning home. 
According to their 
needs, residents will 
have a choice of 
service, step-up support 
to prevent unnecessary 
hospital or care home 
admission or step-down 
to support discharges 
from hospital.

Occupancy has been steadily increasing since end of August, now at 74% and improving each week.
Re-circulated FAQs to GPs
HLT manager in the WISH appointed SUSD service lead.
Scheme vacancies now on Hub team ‘sit rep’ list.
Project impact recording being undertaken as at 02/10/15 estimated saving on hospital stays £18,800 
based on £650 per night for hospital stay, saving on residential care £1,698, plus other residential care 
admission avoidance.
Customer experience feedback forms being used.
Additional laundry facilities ordered 
WISP agreed to expand the service in September by 2 additional flats
Landlord agreement to expand service.
Updated FAQs with photos, referral pathway and documentation re-circulated.
Resident consultation regarding expanded service completed with majority of residents in favour of the 
expanded service.
Wokingham BC legal and property services instructed to vary the lease for the expanded units.
3 quotes obtaining for new flooring, to be installed early Dec.

Scheme 4-  Domiciliary 
Care Plus  
will provide options for 
short term overnight 
care, support or 
supervision with use of 
assistive technology as 
well as scheduled visits, 
so that people who 
might otherwise need to 
be admitted to a 
residential service can 
be cared for at home.

Stakeholder meeting held to look at delays to project delivery and suggest remedial action
Agreed with Optalis brokerage and support team (where the assistive technology expertise sits) to 
support project support required.
Project ToR and PID redrafted.
Serrvice specification for Responder service agreed  .
Night domiciliary care service pathway drafted and circulated for comments 
Forestcare pathway to responder service drafted
Costings agreed with provider for service specification
Performance information darfted and circulated for comment
Opatlsi provider arm advertising for new posts
FAQs drafted and circulated for comment.

Scheme 8 – Self Care /  
Primary Prevention / 
Neighbourhood 
Cluster Teams 
creating community-
based multidisciplinary 
teams in each of the 
smaller geographical 
areas working together 
to provide joint care 
planning and 
coordinated assessment 
of need for people in 
that community. The 
NCTs will also more 
broadly support good 
health within the 
neighbourhood, focusing 
in particular on 
supporting and 
empowering those with 
long term and complex 
conditions to self-care 
and on primary 

Neighbourhood Cluster Teams
Proposal to expand the role of MDT administrators to become H&SC Cluster co-ordinators discussed at 
NCT Steering group. Outline BC drafted; job description regraded to band 4. Agreed there is value in 
making this a patient-facing role where actions are thoroughly followed through; high risk patients who 
are not included in top 2% are potentially missed so this could contribute to reducing non elective 
admissions. Potential issues around, eg: referral, and should link with GP care planning role. Agreed 
proceed to Service Spec stage with clear pathways and development of measurable outcomes. 

Who’s Who directory - final version was almost complete. NCT Steering group discussed final format and 
preferred features of the directory. Publication to be progressed, initially discussing format options with 
Southern CSU, once final contact names and details have been added.

GPs have decided against an alternative way of working, such as described by the “Modality” (formerly 
“Vitality”) Partnership. There is still enthusiasm to work within a cluster arrangement, whereby individual 
practices are ‘affiliated’ within clusters; possibly sharing services (e.g. physio and pharmacist etc) within 
each cluster - further clarity required about how this would be coordinated. Developing a third party front 
end system for triaging on-the-day appointments also being explored. 

Overview & Scrutiny Review underway. 1st meeting provided overview of BCF and Neighbourhood 
Clusters. Next meeting on 15 Dec; members have identified areas they would like further detail about 
regarding Clusters; briefing paper being prepared. 

PH team working on ward profiles being matched to Clusters, although there will be some discrepancies 
where wards do not align with surgery catchment areas. Aim to have something for each GP surgery by 
mid Dec.
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prevention.
Bespoke evaluation tool has been developed through Involve; one month pilot due to start 10 Dec. 
Discussions regarding how this could assist with monitoring Care Planning to be scheduled once the pilot 
work is evaluated. 

Community Navigator project – Community Navigator Co-ordinator has recruited 7 volunteers; first 
training event planned for Jan 2016 with official launch in Feb. Scheme to commence with navigators in 3 
surgeries – 1 per Cluster; other local community venues will also be explored.  Social Prescribing forms 
and pathways for referral are being developed. Still no decision about the bid for H&SC Voluntary funding 
from the Voluntary Sector Grants Hub.

NCT Steering group discussed possible governance structures for Clusters – further work required. 

Self Care /  Primary Prevention
PH undertaking “ageing well” gap analysis, identifying areas where disinvestment might be considered 
due to lack of good quality evidence.

WBC currently reviewing its existing voluntary sector services regarding provision of prevention services 
and support. The evidence collating from this formal review will assist in informing WBC’s future strategic 
commissioning intentions and decisions.

The National Self Care Forum has developed a Self Care App aimed at students, which is being 
launched in January. The SC Forum plans to develop similar App for older people; approach made to 
offer to pilot in Wokingham.

Scheme 9 – Access to 
general practice
aims to create equity of 
services across General 
Practice, working to 
operating as a whole 
week programme of 
delivery

New enhanced service for enhanced hours developed and implemented.  Practices providing the service 
are required to provide a minimum of 5 additional hours (outside of core hours of 8am-6.30pm, Monday-
Friday) of clinical time.  As a minimum these hours should be spread across three sessions (two sessions 
of at least one hour on weekday mornings or evenings and one Saturday morning session of at least 
three hours).  Extended hours sessions run at the same time throughout the year, with the exception of 
Saturday morning sessions which run a minimum of 23 weeks per year with a trajectory to increase 
provision in future.  
88% of patient population currently covered by the new enhanced service.

NEXT STEPS / PLANNED ACTIVITIES 

Overall Planning for 2016-17 to be continued
Project Manager meetings to monitor dependencies

Scheme 1- Health and 
Social Care Hub

 Option paper to be agreed by the board
 Option requirements to be mapped by OIG
 Further ASC Adastra transfer to be continued 
 Adastra pathway to be tested with customers
 ASC scripts to be written
 Staff to be transferred to the hub to be informed
 Staff training to begin
 IM&T and desks to be purchased or allocated
Performance metrics to be agreed

Scheme 2 – Integrated 
short term health & 
social care team

Consider Generic Support Worker pilot.
Progress the development of the Integrated Service redesign.
Identify opportunities for service improvement in the short term.

Scheme 3 –Step Up 
Step down

Additional laundry facilities to be installed.
Expand the service to 4 units
New flooring and equipment for new unit to be purchased and fitted 
Case studies regarding outcomes of the service to be drafted and circulated.

Scheme 4-  Domiciliary 
Care Plus  

Complete contract with Optalis regarding expanding Domiciliary Care service to 24/7 and agree 
deployment plan.
Get sign off from WISP for night responder service.
Complete service specification for and pathway for night dom care service.

Scheme 8 – Self Care /  
Primary Prevention / 
Neighbourhood Cluster 
Teams 

Neighbourhood Cluster Teams
Expanding the role of MDT administrators to become H&SC Cluster co-ordinators - proceed to Service 
Spec stage with clear pathways and development of measurable outcomes

Who’s Who directory - Publication to be progressed, initially discussing format options with Southern 
CSU, once final contact names and details have been added.
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GPs to continue discussions regarding working within a cluster arrangement, whereby individual practices 
are ‘affiliated’ within clusters; and consideration of a third party front end system for triaging on-the-day 
appointments.
Overview & Scrutiny Review of Neighbourhood Clusters underway and expected to report in Jan/Feb

Ward profiles being matched to Clusters – 1st drafts expected mid Dec
Evaluation tool to be piloted for 1 month from 10 Dec. Discussions regarding how this could assist with 
monitoring Care Planning to be scheduled once the pilot work is evaluated.
Community Navigator project –training event planned for Jan 2016; official launch in Feb. Scheme to 
commence with navigators in 3 surgeries; other local community venues to be explored.  Social 
Prescribing forms and pathways for referral to be finalised. 

Further work to take place on developing possible governance structures for Clusters. 
Outline proposal for exploring the role of Community Pharmacies in Cluster working to be completed, for 
consideration by both the chains and independent community pharmacies. 

Self Care /  Primary Prevention

“Ageing well” gap analysis to be completed. 

WBC review of provision of prevention services and support – recommendations due to be presented in 
Jan 16
Self Care App aimed at students to be launched nationally in January; Wokingham may be involved in 
piloting a similar App for older people.

Scheme 9 – Access to 
general practice

Commissioning access for patients not currently covered by the CES.  Currently looking at the best way 
of doing this and hope to have something in place early 2016.

NEW ISSUES RAISED THIS PERIOD  

None

NEW RISKS IDENTIFIED THIS PERIOD  

Cost to Local Authority implementing Connected Care has been estimated at £65K and will require discussion at WISP and with 
Connected Care board as corresponding benefits to Local Authority are at present not apparent. 
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PROJECT MILESTONES, DELIVERABLES 

Project Milestones
(Include all milestones from last month onwards)

Task Owner 
Original 
Delivery 
Date

Planned 
delivery 
Date

Conf
H/M/L

Explanation for slippage, impact on workstream 
and actions being taken. Has any re-planning 
been approved by appropriate Board?

Scheme 1- Health & Social Care Hub DC

Appoint Project Manager DC July 15 August 
15

Complete

Scope initial specification TW Aug15 Sept 15 Complete

Project Board formed and meeting DC Aug 15 Sept 15 Complete

Operational Implementation Group formed and 
meeting

PF Oct 15 Oct 15 Complete

WBC ASC Lean Pathway transfer to Adastra 
complete

PF/SW Nov 15 Nov 15 H Complete

Stakeholder Adastra pathway acceptance signed off PF Dec 15 Dec 15 H Slippage. Further Adastra ASC construction 
required subject to PB pathway agreement. Likely 
slippage one month.

Integrated Hub staffing and cost model agreed by 
the project board

PF/PB Nov 15 Nov H Paper submitted to the project board. Formal sign-
off pending.

Staff engagement complete PF/JW/SW Feb 16 Feb 16 H Ongoing

Integrated Hub staff training complete PF Feb 16 Feb 16 H Scheduled to start January 2016

Integrated Hub ‘go live’ DC/PF Apr 16 Apr 16 H

Scheme 2- Integrated short term health & social 
care team

DC

Approval from HWBB for appointment of joint Head 
of Service hosted by BHFT

JB June 15 Jul 15 Completed

Agree Contract between WBC and BHFT to host 
Head of Service 

SR/DC Jul 15 Completed

Advertise for Head of Service DC Jul 15 Aug 15 Completed

Interview for Head of Service DC Sep 15 Completed – start date 09.11.15

Scheme 3- Step Up Step Down JBu

Consultation with Alexandra Place residents 
regarding siting SUSD units there

JBu 28th Nov 
14 

complete

Action complete

Evaluate consultation responses JBu Early Dec 
14

Action complete

Develop Step up and Step down pathways JBu drafted Complete

Expand project group to include WISH managers JBu Nov 14
complete

Action complete

Specify service required JBu Dec 14
complete

Feb15 
draft to 

be 
finalised 

Agree lease agreement with landlord for first 2 flats JBu Dec 14 
being 

drafted

End of 
Mar 15

Delayed but signed 26/06/15- Action complete

Equip first 2 flats JBu Feb 15 End of 
June 15

Delayed due to lease not being signed now 
complete

Agree service structure and provider JBu Jan 15 
complete

Action complete

Launch trials service with first 2 flats JBu 01/01/15 1/7/15 Slippage due to lease not being concluded and 
equipment and furnishing not being in place- 
Action complete

Phase 2 of project to expand no of units from 2 to 6 JBu Nov 15 Underway with plan to increase SUSD by two 
additional units.

Further consultataion with residents regarding JBu Nov 15 Action complete
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expanded service

Amend lease for additional flats JBu Dec 15 Underway only 1 flat currently vacant

Lay flooring and equip new flats JBu Dec 15 Underway only 1 flat currently vacant

Scheme 4- Domiciliary Care Plus  

Presentation to WISP regarding expanded AT 
element

SC/JBu Nov 14
complete

Appoint project manager PM/JBu Jan 15 Mar 15 Slipped – required action- Optalis Brokerage and 
Support to project manage from Aug 15

Establish project group PM Dec 14
complete

Needs to be re-constituted and re-established- to 
be completed by 3/8/15 

Review service specifications for provision and 
installation of AT hardware and response service

PM and 
commissioning 

team 

Complete

Agree service specifications and procurement 
approach

PM and 
commissioning 

team

Procure AT requirements PM Aug 15 Jan 16 Alternative approach agreed with existing AT 
provider

Expand Domiciliary Care services to cover 24/7 Sept 15 Pilot proposal received from Optalis revised 
business case to go to WISP 8/10/10

Agree referral pathways to out of hours domiciliary 
care services

Aug 15 Drafted

Review existing night sitting services and identify 
gaps

Aug 15 Completed and report sent to WISP

 Start Pilot Night Dom care service Dec16

Scheme 8 – Self Care /  Primary Prevention / 
Neighbourhood Cluster Teams 

PID - further amendments are likely as the project 
progresses; updates will be approved by the NCT 
steering group.

JBr/AP Apr 15 ongoing

Quarterly meetings with Reading to share plans for 
NCT development

JBr/AP/JBu ¼ ly Awaiting notification that Reading BCF lead has 
been recruited so that meetings can be 
rescheduled 

Detailed planning & design AND governance of 
Neighbourhood Cluster model to be further 
developed  – incl consideration of resources 
required for Clusters and plans to improve self care 
& primary prevention

St grp May 15 ongoing

“Modality” (formerly “Vitality”)  Partnership to talk to 
GP council as examples of alternative ways of 
working; to be followed by meeting with Capsticks to 
explore legal framework

JZ / KS Nov15 Complete

Community Navigator Coordinator in post; first 
volunteer navigators to be ‘appointed’ and trained by 
Jan.
Formal launch being planned for Feb 16

JBr/SMcS Jan 16
/ Feb 16

Key messages are to be presented at future 
meetings of Council exec and senior leadership 
team, CCG board, HWB, BHFT exec etc. 

KS/SR June 15 ? Reschedule once OSC review complete and 
reported?

Awareness raising and publicity about 
Neighbourhood Clusters and volunteer Community 
Navigator project to continue; further public events 
to be scheduled for 2016  

JBr/SMcS Feb 16

Memorandum of Understanding to be signed by all 
parties - all group members to ensure that key 
people in their organisation are clear about the 
intentions and agree to the MoU prior to signing 

St grp Aug 15 MoU agreed – one signature still required

Overview & Scrutiny Committee review to 
commence end Oct 15

JBu/St grp Jan 16 Review commenced 5 Nov

Who’s Who directory - Publication to be progressed, 
initially discussing format options with Southern 
CSU, once final contact names and details have 

JBr Jan 16
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been added

Work in progress exploring expansion of MDT 
coordinator role to Cluster co-ordinator roles- 
proceed to Service Spec stage with clear pathways 
and development of measurable outcomes

HI Jan 16

Ward profiles being matched to Clusters – 1st drafts 
expected mid Dec

DG Dec 15

Outline proposal for exploring the role of Community 
Pharmacies in Cluster working to be considered by 
both the chains and independent community 
pharmacies

JBr Jan 16

Further work underway to define anticipated 
outcomes and impact; appropriate baseline 
measures to be identified. 

Bespoke evaluation tool developed by Involve;  tool 
to be piloted for 1 month from 10 Dec. Discussions 
regarding how this could assist with monitoring Care 
Planning to be scheduled

CR / JBr / JZ Jan 16

Self-Care / Primary Prevention
Self Care App aimed at students to be launched 
nationally in January; Wokingham may be involved 
in piloting a similar App for older people

JBr Jan 16

Comments from Self care / maximising 
independence workshop to be fed into NCT 
development plans

JBr Apr 15 ongoing

Wokingham Healthwatch event regarding 
developing an agreed Borough standard around 
information provision to take place in conjunction 
with launch of volunteer community navigator 
service

JBr ? Feb 16 Formal launch of volunteer Community Navigator 
project being planned for Feb 16, although 
publicity, awareness raising and recruitment will be 
underway before then

Further scoping / refine detail / development of 
options for progressing self care & primary 
prevention incl mapping dependencies between this 
and other local & Berks W wide projects

JBr ongoing

WBC review of all prevention services underway JBu  Jan 16
Self assessment form of preventive services 
commissioned against “Aging Well” evidence of best 
practice to be completed

DG Dec 15

Scheme 9  – Access to general practice

Joint Primary Care Co-Commissioning Committee 
consider proposal 

NJ May 15 Complete

Consultation on proposal with providers NJ June 15

QIPP and Finance to approve proposal NJ June 15 Consultation ends 15 June

Issue  specification and contract NJ June 15 Issued July 15 

New CES starts NJ Jul 15 Starts Sept 15.


